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_________________________________________________________________________________________

Abstract: Conventional TV viewing via cable is evolving to Satellite, IPTV and P2PTV based systems. Commercial 

peer-to-peer systems like Zattoo, Joost are some reputed systems for P2P live streaming. When most content is live 

or not, file transfer is better in broadcast based systems such as youtube. But as the volume of interesting content 

soars, Internet scale search and delivery beats any local services which are the driving force behind P2P Streaming 

Services. Peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming has been widely deployed over the Internet. A streaming system usually has 

multiple channels, and peers may form multiple groups for content distribution. In this paper, we propose a 

distributed overlay framework (called SMesh) for dynamic groups where users may frequently hop from one group 

to another while the total pool of users remain stable. SMesh first builds a relatively stable mesh consisting of all 

hosts for control messaging using the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) protocol. The mesh supports dynamic host 

joining and leaving, and will guide the construction of delivery trees. Here, we propose to use a new mechanism 

based on supervision Game, and formulate a mixed Nash equilibrium strategy adopting the supervision game. A 

balanced supervision cost and peer participation income model is analyzed and implemented along with a limited 

number of repeater nodes. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I INTRODUCTION 

The past few years have witnessed a significant growth in the usage and utility of P2P networks. P2P streaming 

services including live streaming and video on demand is also popular. Conventional TV viewing along with 

extended screens (PC and mobile phone usage)  via Cable, Satellite and IPTV are the sources of video consumption 

offered by Content Delivery Networks. P2PTV based live streaming services offered by Commercial peer-to-peer 

systems(like Zattoo) act as alternatives to conventional viewing  In recent years, with the success of Napster and 

Gnutella, P2P network has become a hot spot in file sharing, distributed storage, resource discovery and so on. The 

Zattoo peer-to-peer live streaming system was a free to- use network serving over 3 million registered users in eight 

European countries at the time of study, with a maximum of over 60,000 concurrent users on a single channel. 

On 5 August 2008, Zattoo asked its Spanish users for a €2.40 charge by SMS in order to continue with the 

service during August and September. In March 2009, Zattoo removed its services from Belgium in an attempt to 

keep its costs down. It offers decent performance at higher costs and encounters high delays and severe link stress in 
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entire p2p network. So, better systems were needed that offers similar services at significantly low maintenance 

costs.  

In recent years, a receiver-based, peer-division multiplexing engine to deliver lives streaming content on a 

peer-to peer network. The same engine can be used to transparently build a hybrid P2P/CDN delivery network by 

adding Repeater nodes to the network. The system carries each TV channel on a separate peer-to-peer delivery 

network and is not limited in the number of TV channels it can carry. But repeater nodes implementation is a huge 

drain on financial resources and can only be handled by commercial systems. 

For performance improvement in p2p streaming systems(like Zattoo)an entire p2p network-based virtual mesh 

construction  was developed that is a form of overlay framework. To supports dynamic host joining and leaving, and 

will guide the construction of delivery trees. By using the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) protocol, an efficient mesh 

is constructed with low maintenance cost.   

In this paper, we propose a distributed overlay framework (called SMesh) for dynamic groups where users may 

frequently hop from one group to another while the total pool of users remain stable. SMesh first builds a relatively 

stable mesh consisting of all hosts for control messaging using the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) protocol. The mesh 

supports dynamic host joining and leaving, and will guide the construction of delivery trees. Here, we propose to use 

a new mechanism based on supervision Game, and formulate a mixed Nash equilibrium strategy adopting the 

supervision game. By adopting suitable supervisory probability, the nodes in our incentive will actively contribute 

their resources, and the cost is small. A balanced supervision cost and peer participation income model is analyzed 

and implemented along with a limited number of repeater nodes. 

II RELATED WORK 

P2P networks heavily rely on their user penetration and participation in networks for realizing their 

promised benefits. A P2P network is itself divided into three sub-parts. One large sub-part talks of selfish peers who 

significantly undermine the advantages of P2P networks, and deals with the problem of free-riders. Studies show 

that as much as 70% of users in a single Gnutella network are free-riders. Various incentivization schemes are 

proposed to overcome this and to encourage users to share resources. To encourage user cooperation in P2P systems, 

various incentive schemes like Inherent generosity, Monetary Payment Schemes, and Reciprocity based schemes are 

proposed. 

In P2P network, free-rider is first discussed in E.Ader’s work, in which E.Ader pointed out that there are 

many free-riders in the network. A lot of previous researches focus on the defending of free-riders. In general, these 

researches are on two different areas, which are micro currency and quality of service (QoS). Micro currency wants 

to use economic method to tackle the free-rider problem. Users pay virtual money when download and get money 

when upload. However, P2P lacks central node to manage micro-payment More work [13-15] is done that tries to 

provide users with different contribution or credits with different quality of service. Users can receive better service 

if they contribute more. Current famous systems like BitTorrent or Emule all use this method to defend free-rider. 
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Streaming service require a stronger incentive mechanism than file distribution system, because it has 

restricts on the downloading sequence and downloading time. What free-riders cost in file distribution system is the 

longer downloading time. The free-riders cost in P2P streaming services are some users cannot watch is media 

fluently;  even some uses cannot watch the media at all. 

 The incentive based on direct reciprocity is mainly applied in BitTorrent. In this mechanism, the node gives 

equal return to the service provider during each transaction, and the return to each other will be updated in real-time, 

which prevents free-ridings in a large extent. This mechanism is also applied in the application of some long 

sessions, such as multicast of streaming media. But it is less likely that two nodes trade unceasingly in a long-time in 

P2P network, and the node’s capacity is asymmetric. So the incentive based on direct reciprocity is only suitable for 

specific occasions and has smaller range of applications. 

III SMESH: A DISTRIBUTED FRAME WORK 

In SMesh framework, we use existing mesh-based overlay and Delaunay Triangulation. Smesh mainly deals with 

two issues: 

A) Mesh formation and maintenance  

The mesh should be efficiently formed and maintained in order to reduce control and delivery overhead. SMesh uses 

GNP (Global Network Positioning tool)  to estimate host locations in the Internet space and builds a DT mesh based 

on the estimated host coordinates. Since GNP estimation is based on network distances between hosts, the resultant 

mesh can achieve lower end-to-end delay than the traditional DT mesh.  SMesh uses a distributed algorithm to 

detect and recover mesh partition, thereby eliminating the need for a central server from the system.  The distributed 

algorithm is able to detect whether a message destination is in a partitioned mesh or not, and hence solves the 

message looping problem. 

Joining Mechanism: A joining host, after obtaining its coordinates, sends a MeshJoin message with its coordinates 

to any host in the system. MeshJoin is then sent back to the joining host along the DT mesh based on compass 

routing. Since the joining host is not a member of the mesh yet, it can be considered as a partitioned mesh consisting 

of a single host. The MeshJoin message finally triggers the partition recovery mechanism at a particular host in the 

mesh, which helps the new host join the mesh. 

B) Construction of data delivery trees:  

Given the mesh, source-specific overlay trees can be efficiently constructed and maintained. We consider three ways 

to construct a tree:  

1) Embedded tree: The first type of tree is called an embedded tree, where all tree edges are part of the overlay 

mesh. When forming the tree, nonmember hosts may be included; 
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 2) Bypass Tree: The second one builds an overlay tree that covers only group members without having to use mesh 

edges. All tree nodes in a bypass tree are members of the group. This is similar to traditional overlay tree 

construction, where a node relays packets only for other members in its groups. However, the construction of a 

bypass tree has to rely on the underlying mesh; and 

3) Intermediate tree: This is a trade-off between an embedded tree and a bypass tree.  In the following, we call a 

nonleaf host in an overlay tree a forwarder, which needs to forward data messages to its children in the tree. 

IV MODELLING SUPERVISION GAME AND MIXED NASH EQUILIBRIUM 

 Game theory is an effective mathematical tool in selecting the best behavior strategy between individual 

and group when analysis social groups and economic. The behavior of node in P2P network can also be analyzed by 

game theory. Nodes will maximize their profits through find the best strategy, which includes the zeal for 

contributing to network, the greed to download, and the contribution with revenue balance. 

When modeling with game theory, the node’s behavior choice is no longer a simple choice by itself. It is 

closely related to the behavior choices of other nodes on-line at the same time. The purpose of supervising is to 

standardize the behavior of nodes without centralized management by the authority of a third-party, and to ensure 

the overall performance of P2P network is best and stable. Under the hypothesis that nodes are rational, which 

means a node acts in self-interested fashion to better its income, the main idea of IMASG is to grant some nodes 

with supervising privilege and these nodes can identify whether other nodes are free-riding or not. A node will be 

punished if it is free-riding: all neighbors of it will be informed by the supervising node and the messages coming 

from it will be discarded in a certain probability. If the free-rider does not improve its selfishness, its neighbors will 

gradually disconnect with it. Meanwhile, the cooperative nodes will be ensured the proper forwarding and be raised 

its reputation. This is an incentive strategy which is drove by benefits and fear of punishment. 

 There are two kinds of participants in each game. Participant I has two strategies: supervise and not 

supervise. The supervision cost is h>0, but it can provide the evidence whether participant II is free-riding or not. If 

participant II is testified free-riding, it will not have any benefit. Otherwise it will get income w, such as messages 

transferring, availability for download, reputation enhancement, and so on. Participant II also has two strategies: 

cooperative and selfish. The cooperation cost is g>0. Cooperation allows participant II to gain income w and 

participant I to gain income v>0. It is assumed that w>g, otherwise participant II will choose selfish. When w≤h, the 

Nash equilibrium of this supervision game is (not supervise, selfish). This solution has no significance to the 

incentive of P2P network. So the w>h is mainly considered. At this situation there is no pure strategy for Nash 

equilibrium and a mixed strategy needs to be adopted.  

 When w>h, the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of supervision game is ((g/w, 1-g/w), (h/w, 1-h/w)). That 

means participant I has a probability of g/w to supervise and a probability of 1-g/w not to supervise, and participant 

II has a probability of h/w to be selfish and a probability of 1-h/w to be cooperative. The intuitive interpretation of 

the solution for this model is: participant II shows indifferent attitude in choice between selfishness and cooperation 

as equal in average payoff when y=h/w. Similarly, participant I shows indifferent attitude in choice between 
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supervising and not supervising when x=g/w. When h/w is very small, participant II can complete their work 

without investing much effort and get income they deserved. So participant II will choose cooperation almost 

without being supervised by participant I. Similarly, when g/w is very small, participant I can easily get the 

contribution information of participant II with little cost. So participant II will not choose selfish almost without 

being supervised by participant I. The practical significance of the solution for this model is: the selfish probability 

of node is proportional to the supervision cost, and is inversely proportional to the degree of punishment. The 

supervisory probability is proportional to the extra income of selfish behavior, and is inversely proportional to the 

degree of punishment. 

V MIXED NASH EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS 

 To reduce the selfish probability, on the one hand we can increase the income w of participant II with the 

supervision cost h unchangeable. On the other hand we can reduce the supervision cost h with the income w of 

participant II unchangeable. (Because the lower the supervision cost is, the more likely the node being found 

free-riding.) 

 To improve the supervising efficiency of P2P network, namely reducing supervision cost or reducing the 

supervisory probability, On the one hand we can increase the income w of participant II with paying the same 

cost g; On the other hand we can reduce the working cost g (such as reducing network overheads) with the 

income w of participant II unchangeable. 

 To take various measures to increase the income of cooperative behaviour and to reduce the extra income of 

selfish behaviour. 

 To increase the degree of punishment to selfish behaviour moderately. The degree of punishment is not the 

bigger the better. Excessive punishment is not conducive to raising the number of users of P2P network. The 

number of on-line users is an important indicator of the value of network for administrator . Strategy with 

excessive punishment will lead free-riders to quit out of P2P network, which will drastically reduce the number 

of users. This is in particular obvious to commercial P2P network, in which the number of users is a key factor 

to affect the existence of the whole network. Too few users will lead to failure of business. 

VI PERFORMANCE 

Overhead reduction: As compared to traditional tree-based protocols, SMesh achieves much lower control overhead 

for tree construction and maintenance. This is because the mesh has maintained enough host information and can 

efficiently deal with host hopping between different groups. 

Low delivery delay: As mesh formation and message forwarding are based on hosts’ network locations, the delay 

for data delivery is significantly reduced as compared to that in the traditional DT mesh. 

Distributed: Unlike the traditional DT mesh, SMesh does not require a central server for mesh maintenance. It is 

fully distributed and scalable. 
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QoS provisioning: SMesh provides QoS in the following senses: 1) It limits the node stress of a host in a tree 

according to the host’s capability. 2) It aggregates long-delay paths and delegates data delivery to shorter paths. As a 

result, packets may take more hops to reach their destinations, and this trades off end-to-end delay with network 

resource consumption 

VII CONCLUSION 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming has been widely deployed over the Internet. A streaming system usually has 

multiple channels, and peers may form multiple groups for content distribution. In this paper, we propose a 

distributed overlay framework (called SMesh) for dynamic groups where users may frequently hop from one group 

to another while the total pool of users remain stable. SMesh first builds a relatively stable mesh consisting of all 

hosts for control messaging using the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) protocol. The mesh supports dynamic host 

joining and leaving, and will guide the construction of delivery trees. Here, we propose to use a new mechanism 

based on supervision Game, and formulate a mixed Nash equilibrium strategy adopting the supervision game. By 

adopting suitable supervisory probability, the nodes in our incentive will actively contribute their resources, and the 

cost is small. A balanced supervision cost and peer participation income model is analyzed and implemented along 

with a limited number of repeater nodes. 
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